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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENT

The New York Herald Tribune, under the heading "Ringing and Unconquered", says*
’

in England - the rolling, bomb-pocked green country of hedgerows and little villages -

the church bells, Winston Churchill has said, are to ring again as in peace time.

Muted since Dunkerque, except for the victory at El Alamein, they have stood as silent

sentinels, destined to give forth sound only in the event of invasion,

In this war Britain has lost many historic churches and bell towers, but some fine

and famous ones remain despite German attacks. In .-London the Dow church bells, featured

in song and story and beloved of all cockneys, cannot be heard, but the chimes of

Westminster Abbey, St, Paul’s and St, Botolphs are delighting Londoners during Easter

week. And in the little churches of little towns lesser notes sound, not only of Easter

joy, but of the spirit of a freed and resurrected world which all England can at least

foresee,.,,

At Coventry no bells will speak, but the lost chimes will be replaced on Easter

morning by a choir of young voices - a symbol of that bright metal of British hearts

which, after silence and dark days, comes forth ringing and unconquered.

JAPAN’S LATEST SAVAGERY

The New York Times, states there is a lesson to be learned from the latest act

of savagery of the Japanese HighCommand, but it is net what some members of Congress
appear to think it is. These members believe that it is n w their duty and their

opportunity to change at once the whole strategy of the war. They would like to .turn

the anger of the American people over the execution f cur airmen into an irresistible

demand for the immediate diversion of our main war effort to the Pacific.

>
There is an element of unreality in attempting to exert public pressure to this

end, and there is. also an element of danger. The element of unreality lies in the

assumption that we are not hitting at Japan, hard and effectively when we strike at

Hitler in Tunisia and prepare to strike at him in Europe, Actually the war is indivis-

ible, The Axis is one enemy. Our blows in the East and our blows in the '.Test are like

hitting a great snake at two places on its long body. Both blows wound and weaken the

same reptile.

This being true the element of danger arises in the assumption that lay observers

are in' a position to decide wisely at what points our blows can be struck to best advan-

tage, This is a question to which only the Army and tb* Navy, in possession of all the

facts, can give a trustworthy answer.

Nothing but ham will result from any attempt to high-pressure the responsible
leaders of our armed forces into any decision concerning strategy taken against their

better Judgement,

The real lesson is that the time has come for Congress and the public to support
the war in all good faith and with all their strength.

STRAIGHTENING "THE LINE" AGAINST THE JAPS

The New York Times also comments that; The occupation of Funafuti in the Ellice

Islands revealed by the Navy Department yesterday, does not bring us any nearer Tokyo,

One would Judge that the operation Just reported is analagous to straightening out

a salient on land. The Ellices lie lose to the supply line from Hawaii to new

Caledonia, Australia, and New Guinea, If they are strongly held the supply line

supposedly can be a little more direct,m They arc also considerably nearer than any of

our existing outposts to the Japanese positions in tne Gilbert Islands, Their resources

are small, but they do afford places where planes can sit down and from which they can

take off. Enemy bombers thought enough of their value to come over on Thursday for a

visit, •

.



■2'

perhaps some strategic plan is developing that we shall hear about later.

In any case it shows the Navy is on the job doing all it can with what it

has.

STEPPING STONES TO SICILY

The New York Times says: The British Amphibious Commands move up to

occupy theo Offshore Islands which control the Straits of Sicily, Djerba, a

sizeable island in the Gulf of Gabes, was seized some weeks ago, Nov;

the Kerkennah islands off Sfax have been taken without the firing of a shot#*.

The Axis held six of these stepping-stones to Sicily...before Sicily

can be invaded we shall probably have to occupy them all, pantelleria, •••

is the main stronghold. The Axis is likely to put up a hard fight to hold

it*. l,but if pantelleria falls to us, Lampedusa cannot hold out and the

Mediterranean will then be open to Allied ship traffic from end to end.

Such a clearance would be a strategic victory of the first importance.

U.S.O.W.I.
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